Why choose Mascots-inc rather than any of our competitors?
Firstly we listen, we want to understand exactly what you want in your designs and exactly
what you want to achieve.
We really bring your idea to life!
We cannot express how much we love what we do, our passion, fun and enjoyment
hopefully spills over in all our communications, even over the slightest detail, and with our
global sites we are on call 24/7.
We also understand that you are making a large financial commitment and want to achieve
maximum exposure with long-term returns on that investment, a Mascots-inc character
mascot will provide exactly that when comparing ours to many of our peers with quality
and longevity.
Secondly, we very simply build the worlds best character mascots, period.
Hopefully our photos and images throughout our website convey the beauty and quality of
our mascot costumes, do you know our resign eyes and irises take four hours each to
manufacture and set, these bring a human like quality to our mascots that engage with
people emotionally with that ahhh factor.
We ask clients to compare our mascots in fine detail to measure our offering to other
suppliers, we know all our competitors globally and we are so confident in our offering that
we are happy to share these details with you so you can obtain quotes from professional
competitors only, not cheap fancy dress suppliers masquerading as mascot creators.
Lastly, we are so well equipped in not only our extensive experience within the industry
with over fifty specialists, but also with heavy investment in 3D technology, computer
cad/cam engineering, animatronics, vac forming, dye sublimation and digital printing, 3D
printing, our facilities are absolutely state of the art.
We are also investing in augmented reality to supplement the sale of our cuddly plush toys
and support their grown up versions that take mascot performing to new heights.
It’s our passion, quality, experience, global client credentials, return on investment and
unfailing attention to every detail that sets us apart from our competitors; we really cannot
wait to make your character mascot.
Please call M ascots-inc on +44 (0)1202 872333 for further inform ation.
www.m ascots-inc.com hello@ m ascots-inc.com

